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23A

23B 23C

BM EM

23D 23E

STAGE 23 PARTS

PART NUMBER

23A

23B

23C

23D

PART NUMBER

23E

BM

EM

PART NAME

Deck panel U2-04

Escape pod cover

Battery box cover

Dark window

PART NAME

Battery box screw

2x4mm screw

1.7x4x5mm screw

QUANTITY

1

10

1

5

QUANTITY

1

6 (+2 spare)

4 (+1 spare)
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24A

24B 24C

24D

24F

24E

BM

EM FM

24I24G

26D

24H

26C26A

26B

PART NUMBER

24A

24B

24C

24D

24E

24F

PART NUMBER

24G

24H

24I

BM

EM

FM

PART NAME

Deck panel U1-04

Reflector panel U1-04-A

Reflector panel U1-04-A1

Escape pod cover

Deck panel lights (two bulbs)

Deck panel light (one bulb)

PART NAME

Dark window

Clear window

Left neck bracket

2x4mm screw

1.7x4x5mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

10

1

1

QUANTITY

10

10

1

5 (+1 spare)

8 (+2 spare)

1 (+1 spare)

STAGE 24 PARTS

STAGE 26 PARTS
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25A

25C

25E

25G

25B

AM BM

FM

BP DP

25F

24D

BP DP

26E

PART NUMBER

25A

25B

25C

25D

25E

25F

PART NUMBER

25G

AM

BM

FM

BP

DP

PART NUMBER

26A

26B

26C

26D

26E

BP

DP

PART NAME

Deck panel U3-07

Reflector panel U3-07-A

Escape pod cover

Clear window

Deck panel lights

Dark window

PART NAME

Right neck bracket

1.7x4mm screw

2x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x3mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

PART NAME

Deck panel U3-06

Reflector panel U3-06-A

Clear window

Dark window

Deck panel lights

1.7x3mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

3

20

1

10

QUANTITY

1

1 (+1 spare)

3 (+1 spare)

1 (+1 spare)

3 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

QUANTITY

1

1

20

20

1

3 (+1 spare)

2 (+1 spare)

STAGE 25 PARTS

STAGE 26 PARTS
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PART LOCATOR

REPLACING THE BATTERY BOX COVER ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U2-04

STAGE 23 ASSEMBLY

Replenish your saucer section battery box and  
connect it to light up two more banks of windows.

KEY

The illustrations are color-coded to help you 
identify the parts as you go along.

RED is used for screws, direction arrows and 
connection points.

YELLOW is for the new part(s) in each step.

GRAY shows the assembly so far.

BLUE shows illuminated parts.

Insert three AAA batteries (not supplied) into the 
saucer section battery box (03H), replacing the 
ones you removed during stage 22. Use the new 
battery box cover (23C) and one battery box 
screw (23E) to secure the new batteries.

Take deck panel U2-04 (23A) and fit nine escape 
pod covers (23B) so that the red line on each one is 
furthest from the tapered end of the deck panel. Then, 
place three dark windows (23D) into the panel. Bear 
in mind that the windows are not yet fixed in place.

STEP 

A
STEP 

B

SAUCER SECTION 
ESCAPE PODS

6

03H

23A

23B 23B 23B 23B 23B 23B 23B 23B 23B

23D

23D

23D
23E

23C

GREEN ALERT

The batteries in your completed model  
will need to be changed from time to time. 

Check local recycling schemes for the  
best way to dispose of spent single-use 

batteries in your area.
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FITTING DECK PANEL U2-04

Carefully position the deck panel  
on the saucer skeleton as shown and 
partially secure it using one BM screw. 

Identify the two unattached deck panel lights 
bulbs from stage 22 (22K) and slot them into 
the tops of reflector panels U3-09-A (04I) 
and U3-08-A (22B) as shown. 

Now fully connect 
the deck panel to 
the larger saucer 
assembly with five 
BM screws and 
four EM screws. 
Note carefully 
which screw type 
goes into which 
screw hole.

Stage 23 of the assembly is now complete. At this point, you may 
want to test the lights you have just fitted by plugging them into  
the PCB as shown, with the battery plugged into socket “E”. 

STEP 

C

7

23A

22K

BM
BM

EM

EM

BM

22K

04J

BM

BM

BM

EM

EM
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STAGE 24 ASSEMBLY

PART LOCATOR

FITTING THE LEFT NECK BRACKET

In this stage, the distinctive curves of the battle section profile starts  
to take shape, and the saucer hull plating continues to expand.

8

STEP 

A

PORT SIDE 
BATTLE SECTION 
‘NECK’

Retrieve your battle section neck assembly and position the left neck 
bracket (24I) on its underside as shown. Secure the bracket using  

three BM screws and one FM screw (see inset image, below).

BM
BM BM

FM

24I
24I

SAUCER 
ESCAPE PODS
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ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U1-04

ADDING LIGHTS TO DECK PANEL U1-04

9

STEP 

B

STEP 

C

Take deck panel U1-04 (24A) and fit eight escape pod 
covers (24D) so that the red line on each one is furthest 
from the tapered end of the deck panel.

Position reflector U1-04-A1 (24C) on the left side of the 
deck panel. Then take the deck panel lights (24E, with 
two bulbs) and slot the bulb at the end of the yellow-and-
black cable into the side of the reflector as shown. Use 
four EM screws to secure the reflector and the bulb.

Next, slide reflector U1-04-A (24B) into place beneath the 
installed bulb, and slot the bulb with the red-and-blue cable 
into its inner side as shown. Next, insert the bulb from the 
deck panel light (24F, with one bulb) into the outer side of 
the reflector. Secure all these parts using four EM screws.

Then, position four dark windows (24G) and eight clear 
windows (24H) into the panel recesses as shown. Bear  
in mind that these are not yet fixed in place.

EM EM

EM

EM

EM

EM

EM
EM

24C

24B

24F

24E

24E

24A

24G

24D

24D

24G

24H

24H

24H

24H

24H 24H

24H

24H

24G

24G

24D

24D 24D

24D
24D 24D

WORKING WITH PLUGS AND THE PCB

On the next page, you will test the lights installed in this step. Before plugging cables into the PCB, always  
check that the pins in the sockets are aligned with the pinholes in the plugs to avoid damaging them.
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FITTING DECK PANEL U1-04

10

Next, carefully bend the rubber casings of the LEDs fitted 
in step C, so that they will not get in the way when the 
deck panel is fitted to the larger saucer structure.

Start to position the deck panel assembly on the saucer structure 
by carefully threading the cables through the skeleton as shown.

Once the cables are threaded and the panel  
is in place, turn the entire saucer structure over 
and secure the deck panel from beneath with 
two BM screws. Stage 24 is now complete.

STEP 

D Before commencing this step, test the lights you fitted in 
step C. To do this, plug them into sockets “C” and “E” 
on the PCB, with the battery plugged into socket “F”.

24F

24F

24A

24A

BM

BM

24A

24E

24E

FLEXIBLE FRIENDS

Each LED light has a moldable casing  
between the bulb and the cable so that  
the wiring can be directed away from  

screw holes and other obstacles.
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STAGE 25 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-07 PART LOCATOR

11

STEP 

A Take deck panel U3-07 (25A) and fit three escape pod 
covers (25B) so that the red line on each one is furthest  
from the tapered end of the deck panel.

Then position 20 clear window pieces (25D) and 10 dark 
window pieces (25F) in the panel recesses as shown. Bear  
in mind that these are not yet fixed in place.

Next, place reflector U3-07-A (25B) on the rear of the 
deck panel. Take the deck panel lights (25E) and plug 
the bulb with the yellow-and-white cable into the slot 
shown. Secure the assembly with three BP screws. 

Continue with your saucer build, and see how a battle  
section neck bracket can keep your cables tidy!

25B 25B25B

25F

25F25F25F25F25F

25F
25F

25F 25F

25D25D25D25D25D

25D

25D 25D

25D
25D

25D 25D 25D 25D

25D

25D
25D

25D
25D 25D

25A

BP

25E

25B

BP

BP

STARBOARD SIDE 
BATTLE SECTION 
‘NECK’

SAUCER 
ESCAPE 
PODS
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12

INSTALLING DECK PANEL U3-07

25A

25A

25B

25B

DP

DP

25E

25E

25E

STEP 

B

To test the lights  
you have just fitted, 
plug the cable into the 
PCB, with the battery 
in socket “E”.

Thread the cables through the saucer and place the step 
A deck panel assembly on the skeleton as shown in the 
inset image below. Partially secure it with one DP screw.

Now take the unused bulb from the deck panel lights 
installed in step A (with the red-and-black cable) and  
plug it into reflector U3-07-A (25B) as shown. Bend the 
bulb casing 90 degrees away from the deck panel so  
it does not get in the way as the build continues, and 
then fix the assembly in place with one DP screw.

SMALL PARTS

While working on your build, keep all screws  
and other small parts in a shallow bowl, tray, or 

screw box to keep them from rolling away.

SPARE PARTS

Remember that your parts packs come with spare 
screws, windows, and escape pod covers in case  

any are lost or damaged as you unpack them.
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FITTING THE RIGHT NECK BRACKET

13

Retrieve your battle section neck assembly 
from stage 24 and gather the lighting cables 
(but not the switch cables) near the center 
line. Take the unused bulb from the battle 
section lights (22L) and fit it in the slot in  
the left neck bracket (24I) as shown.

Now position the right neck bracket (25G) as shown, 
so that the gathered cables run freely between the two 
brackets. Secure the bracket using three BM screws.

Further secure the bracket with a 
single FM screw at the rear. Last of 

all, fix the left and right brackets 
together with a single AM screw. 

This completes stage 25.

STEP 

C
22L

24I

25G

AM

BM BM
BM FM

25G
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STAGE 26 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL U3-06 PART LOCATOR

In this stage, the upper saucer hull plating expands  
to its widest point on the ship’s starboard side.

14

STEP 

A

Locate the reflector on the back of the deck panel 
and fix the pieces together using three BP screws. 

BP

26E

26E

26B
26B

26A

26C

26C 26C

26D

26D
26D

26D
26D

26D 26D26D

26D26D

26D26D 26D 26C 26D26C26C

26C 26C

26C

26C

26C
26C

26C
26C

26C

26C

BP

BP

Take deck panel U3-06 (26A) and place 16 clear window 
pieces (26C) and 14 dark window pieces (26D) in the 
panel recesses as shown. Bear in mind that the windows 
will not be fixed in place until the end of step A.

Now take reflector U3-06-A 
(26B) and the deck panel 
lights (26E). Plug the bulb  
at the end of the black-and-
red cable into the reflector  
as shown, before turning  
the reflector over to fit it to  
the deck panel.

DECKS  
6 TO 9
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FITTING DECK PANEL U3-06

STEP 

B

15

To test the lights  
you have just fitted, 
plug the cable into the 
PCB, with the battery 
in socket “E”. Stage 
26 of the assembly  
is now complete.

Thread the cables through the saucer and place the step 
A deck panel assembly on the skeleton as shown in the 
inset image below. Partially secure it with one DP screw.

Now take the unused bulb from the deck panel lights 
installed in step A (with the yellow-and-white cable) and 
plug it into reflector U3-06-A (26B) as shown. Bend the 
bulb casing 90 degrees away from the deck panel so  
it does not get in the way as the build continues, and 
then fix the assembly in place with one DP screw.

26A

26A

26B

26B

DP

DP

26E

26E

26E

WRAP IT UP

Always work on a soft cloth to protect the finished 
surfaces of your model. Wrapping the ship sections in 

cloth will also help keep them safe between issues.

BAG IT UP

Keep the plastic bags that hold the parts for each 
stage. They will come in useful for storing spares and 

parts that do not need to be used immediately.
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ON MONDAY, MARCH 7, 1988,  

the Writers Guild of America began  

a strike that would become the longest in 

the labor union’s history. It would go on  

to seriously affect the production of TNG’s 

second season, but its first casualty was 

‘We’ll Always Have Paris.’ Scriptwriters 

Deborah Dean Davis and Hannah Louise 

Shearer had completed their draft teleplay 

by the end of February, but further revisions 

were still outstanding even as the episode 

went before the cameras.

Visual effects supervisor Rob Legato 

clearly remembered the effect this had on 

filming the time-warping climax, where 

1.24

May 2, 1988

Deborah Dean Davis and 

Hannah Louise Shearer

Robert Becker

Michelle Phillips  

(Jenice Manheim),  

Rod Loomis  

(Paul Manheim)

Captain Picard is reunited  

with an old flame when the 

Enterprise investigates the 

time-distorting experiments  

of a maverick professor.

Episode

Premiere

Written by 

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

W E ’ L L  A L W A Y S  
H A V E  P A R I S

This tale about moments in time was reworked  
on set—with only minutes to spare!

Patrick Stewart poses with guest star Michelle 
Phillips. The actor and singer was a vocalist 
with The Mamas and the Papas in the 1960s.

16

EPISODE GUIDE
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three Lieutenant Commander Datas merge 

into one. “I was called to the stage to set 

up the thing,” he explained, “and I said, 

‘This hasn’t been written yet!’ The director 

said, ‘Well, we’re shooting it,’ so I went 

back to the trailer at lunch and we literally 

wrote the scene out in pencil—me, Rick 

Berman, and somebody else.”

Guild rules prevented the actual writers 

from contributing any lines of dialogue or 

stage directions while on strike, but Legato 

revealed how telephone calls to the picket 

line allowed for unofficial help from one of 

the story’s creators. “She would say things 

like, ‘If I were writing it—and I’m not— 

I might have the guy do this...’

“Right after lunch, we went down to 

shoot, and the director said to me, ‘Can  

you just do this? I don’t know what the hell  

is going on!’ It was as complicated as we 

could make it and still shoot it in the time.” 

It would be reasonable to assume that 

Legato does not look back on the episode 

with fondness, but in fact the opposite is 

true. “That was one of my favorite things 

that happened,” he said. “I loved the fact 

that it was like a factory. We’d go over to 

the office, write it, then go shoot it!”

A DIFFERENT DIMENSION

In the draft script dated February 22, there 

are no temporal distortions, as Professor 

Manheim is experimenting with dimensions, 

not time. Picard is fencing with Commander 

Riker, not Lieutenant Dean, when they feel 

the shockwave from Manheim opening  

a “window” to another reality. When the 

away team is nearly lost during transport to 

Manheim’s lab, they briefly experience the 

alternative reality, which Worf perceives as  

a mighty dragon, Riker as “godlike” beauty, 

and Data as logic and chaos combined. As 

Manheim’s DNA has been rewritten by his 

dangerous experiments, it falls to Data and  

Riker to close the window by overriding the 

genetically personalized lab equipment that 

no longer recognizes the professor’s ID.

One notable aspect of the draft script 

that was struck out by producer Robert 

Justman involved Picard and “Laura” (as  

Professor Manheim’s wife was then called) 

rekindling their physical relationship while 

Manheim suffered in sickbay. In a memo to 

Gene Roddenberry, Justman argued that 

the captain should be “a paragon of virtue,” 

who embodied “the best that humanity 

(and syndicated television) has to offer.”

PLAY IT AGAIN

Like ‘The Big Goodbye’ (see issue 4), ‘We’ll 

Always Have Paris’ uses the holodeck to 

show a romantic side to Picard. In keeping 

with that earlier episode, it also draws on 

the films of Humphrey Bogart—taking its 

title from the 1942 classic Casablanca, and 

briefly referencing one of its key locations, 

the Blue Parrot bar. 

Picard’s fondness for Paris sees the city 

being depicted in STAR TREK for the first 

time, ahead of reappearances in STAR TREK 

VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, STAR 

TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE, and STAR TREK: 

DISCOVERY. The Paris skyline seen in the 

episode was a hired backdrop, augmented 

by 24th-century skyscrapers conceived by 

production designer Herman Zimmerman. 

These were not permanent additions to the 

backdrop, and when it was reused in STAR 

TREK VI and DEEP SPACE NINE, it looked 

slightly different each time.

Edouard the holographic waiter

  Monsieur. Welcome to the 
          Café Des Artistes. Is this  
    your first time in Paris?  

On learning that ‘We’ll Always Have Paris’ would include a fencing scene, concept artist Andrew Probert took  
the opportunity to suggest a designs for the scoreboard, as well as for possible 24th-century fencing costumes.

17

WE’LL ALWAYS HAVE PARIS
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GRAPHIC ‘BODY HORROR’ HAS 

never been key to STAR TREK’s appeal. 

But as the home video revolution brought 

more violence and gore into 1980s living 

rooms, TNG was one of many TV shows  

to respond with a harder edge of its own. 

Shocking moments in season one include 

Wesley being pierced with a bayonet in  

‘Hide and Q,’ and Whalen’s visibly bloody 

shooting in ‘The Big Goodbye.’ Yet both  

take place within different kinds of fantasy 

worlds, and neither proves definitively fatal. 

Only in ‘Conspiracy’ does the series really  

up the ante—first with parasitic creatures 

crawling in and out of characters’ mouths, 

1.25

May 9, 1988

Robert Sabaroff

Tracy Tormé

Cliff Bole

Henry Darrow (Savar), Ward 

Costello (Gregory Quinn), 

Robert Schenkkan (Dexter 

Remmick), Ray Reinhardt 

(Aaron), Jonathan Farwell 

(Walker Keel), Michael 

Berryman (Rixx), Ursaline  

Bryant (Tryla Scott)

The Enterprise returns to Earth  

to expose an alien take-over  

at the heart of Starfleet.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

Teleplay by

Directed by 

Guest stars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

C O N S P I R A C Y

Gross-out effects and a paranoid style make this unforgettable 
episode like no other in the history of STAR TREK. 

Ursaline Bryant as Tryla Scott, the first black 
female captain seen in STAR TREK on TV.

EPISODE GUIDE

18
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and finally with the explosive death of 

Lieutenant Commander Remmick. It was  

an experiment few fans have forgotten,  

but one that would never be repeated.

LAYING PLANS

The storyline grew out of ideas by ‘Home 

Soil’ scribe Robert Sabaroff and executive 

story editor Tracy Tormé. The violent climax 

was not part of either writer’s original 

vision, and Remmick didn’t feature at all 

until late in the episode’s development.

“The original pitch was a bit darker and 

even more controversial,” Tormé has since 

detailed. “I said, ‘What if there’s something 

dangerous going on inside Starfleet? What 

does Picard do? He’s got his orders on one 

side, and what’s right on the other. 

“Originally it was a Human conspiracy— 

a military wing within the Federation that 

wanted to usurp civilian control. The alien 

element was not in the original concept.”

Having received plaudits for his earlier 

episodes, ‘Haven’ and ‘The Big Goodbye,’ 

Tormé now felt free to push the envelope of 

what a TNG episode could be. “I felt very 

strongly at the time that the show was way 

too easy,” he said. “I had this urge to do 

something that had more controversy in it; 

that was darker and didn’t have an ending 

where everybody was happy again.”

In Tormé’s initial outline from February 3, 

1988, the episode is called ‘The Assassins.’ 

The Vice Admiral Aaron character is called 

Richard Erik, and he tries to order Picard 

away from Earth when he realizes that the 

Enterprise is on its way home to investigate  

the alleged conspiracy. After meeting with 

the admirals on Earth, Picard takes Admiral 

Quinn captive on the Enterprise, triggering 

his attack on the crew. When Dr. Crusher 

examines Quinn and concludes that the 

parasite in his body cannot be removed 

without killing him, Picard reasons that  

the other infected admirals must be killed  

in cold blood. When he realizes they are  

all willing to die in order to discredit the 

Enterprise captain as a madman, Picard 

instead shoots their ‘queen bee,’ pitched  

as “hundreds of the spidery parasites 

combined into one.”

A week later, Tormé updated his outline 

so that Picard does not ‘kidnap’ Quinn, but  

quietly notes the “blue mark like a splinter” 

at the base of the admiral’s neck. At the 

same time, he specified that one of the 

senior officers Picard meets on the planet 

would be an Andorian. 

“I always thought they were kind of  

cool from that one episode,” Tormé said, 

referring to ‘Journey to Babel’ from THE 

ORIGINAL SERIES. “But I got this very stern 

memo saying: ‘We don’t do antenna on  

this show!’” And so the Andorian became 

STAR TREK’s first ever Bolian (named after 

the director of ‘Conspiracy,’ Cliff Bole).

DARK MATTER

As plans for the episode took shape, there 

was one dissenting voice among general 

praise for Tormé’s outline. Co-executive 

producer Maurice Hurley maintained that  

the downbeat tone was entirely wrong for  

STAR TREK, and not in keeping with Gene 

Roddenberry’s optimistic vision of the 24th 

century. He even told Tormé that the story 

would never be made, before learning just 

how enthusiastic his fellow producers Bob 

Justman and Rick Berman were about it.

“Bob really championed this script,” 

Tormé said. “He would call me periodically 

about stuff they were going to do on it 

while I was still working on the drafts.” 

This collegiate approach led to Tormé 

working Remmick into the story as a follow- 

up to his appearance in ‘Coming of Age’ 

earlier in the season. Not long after, it also 

resulted in him becoming the key to the 

climax. Tormé remembered Justman calling 

Andy Probert’s concept art for the alien parasites includes a suggested length of seven and three-quarter inches,  
a cross-section of how they migght attach to a humanoid brain, as well as a small sketch of Remmick’s demise.

        Don’t trust anyone. 
           Remember that, Jean-Luc.  

Captain Walker Keel
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Jonathan Frakes plays with his food on set. But  
is it made from noodles or real live mealworms?

Henry Darrow as Admiral Savar. The doors behind 
him were later used for the Ten Forward bar set. 

him after a production meeting and saying: 

“‘Not only are we going to do this thing 

with the worms, but also Remmick’s entire 

body is going to explode!’ I thought, ‘Great. 

They are really embracing the idea of doing 

something that is not typical STAR TREK.’  

So that came out of a meeting I wasn’t in, 

and then I wrote it.” 

MAKING PLOTS

In production, Ward Costello and Robert 

Schenkkan reprised their roles from ‘Coming 

of Age,’ playing Rear Admiral Gregory 

Quinn and Lieutenant Commander Dexter 

Remmick respectively. Quinn’s fellow 

admirals, Aaron and Savar, were portrayed  

by Ray Reinhardt and Henry Darrow, both  

of whom went on to play other parts in 

STAR TREK: VOYAGER. For the most part, 

filming was straightforward, requiring few 

new elements beyond Mike Westmore’s 

Bolian makeup design and Louis Mann’s 

sets for Starfleet headquarters. But when it 

came to capturing the final act, a complex 

collaboration between several departments 

was required to create the highly mobile 

parasites, the live food they ate, and their 

extended, explosive downfall.

The parasites themselves were designed 

by concept artist Andy Probert and made 

out of latex by prop master Alan Sims. 

Footage of them moving around took  

the form of stop-motion animation by  

David Stipes, who painstakingly posed the 

creatures frame-by-frame, using a wire 

‘skeleton’ beneath the latex. The shot of 

Remmick swallowing one of the parasites 

was achieved with Schenkkan wearing  

a hollow latex tail around his tongue.

For the infamous dinner scene, where  

the conspirators eat live grubs, Sims went  

to a fishing bait store and bought some 

“extremely large” mealworms. “I then 

copied them using the thickest oriental 

noodle I could find,” he explained. “I dyed 

the noodles with food coloring and cut 

One of Rick Sternbach’s 
concept drawings for  
the queen parasite.

      It won’t like  
         your science  
   officer. It does  
       like you!  

Admiral Gregory Quinn
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them to length. So, when we first see Riker 

at the table, he has a bowl of real worms. 

Then we cut to him eating my noodles. 

Sometimes Jonathan actually put the live 

worms near his mouth as a prank. He  

didn’t care, and they were very clean.”

Justman’s championing of ‘Conspiracy’ 

did not neglect this special effect, and in  

a memo he urged that no attempt should 

be made to tone it down. The scene, he 

wrote, “will go down in the annals of STAR 

TREK as one of the most perverse and 

compelling incidents we’ve ever portrayed.” 

STOMACH BUG 

However, by far the most labor-intensive 

sequence was Remmick’s gruesome demise. 

This begins with Remmick’s neck swelling 

grotesquely—an effect achieved in camera 

with Robert Schenkkan wearing inflatable  

air bladders beneath a latex neck sleeve. 

After this, Picard and Riker fire on Remmick, 

causing his head to explode. For this shot, 

special effects veteran Dick Brownfield 

packed a dummy head full of meat and 

explosives, and VFX supervisor Dan Curry 

filmed it blowing apart. A fast frame rate 

Andy Probert’s concept design for 
the queen parasite, fused with 
Remmick’s smoldering body.
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Raw footage of Dexter Remmick’s head exploding, prior to the addition of phaser effects in post-production. Visual effect supervisor Dan Curry has recalled: “Remmick’s 
head, to my understanding, was made from a mold of [Oscar-winning actor] Paul Newman’s head that was found somewhere in the bowels of Paramount storage.”

captured every stage of the blast, which 

was slowed down in post-production and 

combined with a phaser burn effect.

Finally, the oversized ‘queen’ parasite 

bursts out of Remmick’s headless body, 

writhing furiously before it too is blown to 

bits by phaser fire. Remmick’s corpse and 

the chair in which it was seated were built 

as one by propmaker Makeup & Effects 

Laboratories, based on the chair used by 

Admiral Jameson in ‘Too Short A Season.’ 

The prop was hollow, enabling Alan Sims  

to crawl inside the chair, operating the 

parasite through the dummy torso. This 

creature was a latex hand-puppet designed 

by Rick Sternbach and sculpted by Patrick 

Tatopoulos, and fitted Sims to his elbow.

“I had to contort myself to get in and 

under this chair,” Sims has recalled. “The 

most difficult aspect was articulating my 

arm to point the puppet’s mouth toward 

the camera. I was in that position for quite  

a few hours and when I finally came out  

I was drenched in perspiration.”

As if that wasn’t enough, Sims’ position 

also exposed him to the mix of water and 

cotton candy that comprised Remmick’s 

exposed innards. “Obviously that seepage 

came down on to me,” he said. “By the 

end, I was a rather gooey mess.”

LETTING IN LIGHT

The finished effect also included several 

composited elements. The burning away of 

Remmick’s chest was filmed as a separate 

element in a ‘smoke tent,’ with Curry 

pouring solvent onto black Styrofoam to 

melt it. This revealed a light source behind 

the Styrofoam, which showed through  

the smoke as discrete beams. 

When Curry reviewed the composite- 

in-progress, he determined that it needed 

more of the small parasites spilling out of 

Remmick’s body. To achieve this, he filmed 

himself “stood in front of a black drape, 

dressed in black, with a pile of parasites 

held in a black cloth, and just dumped  

them out. In compositing we were able to 

separate them from the background and  

add them to the spill of parasites as the 

mother alien was meeting her end.”

THE TRUTH WILL OUT

Once Remmick’s death scene was in the 

can, co-executive producer Rick Berman and 

associate producer Peter Lauritson asked 

Curry for reassurances about its suitability 

for younger viewers. To put their minds at 

rest, he brought his six-year-old son, Devin, 

into the sound-mixing session, where the 

episode was playing on a big screen.

“Rick and Peter looked at Devin as he 

calmly watched the scene,” Curry recalled. 

“They asked, ‘What do you think of that,’ 

and Devin said, ‘I think you should make  

a Remmick action figure with a button you 

press and his head blows up!’”

Despite Devin’s vote of confidence, the 

episode did cause controversy when it was 

Prop master Alan Sims trying on the parasite puppet for size, before becoming a “rather gooey mess.”
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Dan Curry poses with the headless torso prop.  
The star chart seen behind him would feature 
in many subsequent STAR TREK productions.

Spraying water on to a hollow dummy filled with cotton candy created part of the effect of Remmick’s collapsed torso (above left). Prop master Alan Sims then forced the 
queen parasite hand puppet through the sticky mass as part of the same shot (center). Picard and Riker’s phaser beams were then added in post-production (right).

aired around the world. In the UK, where 

TNG had a 6:00pm timeslot, the BBC made 

significant cuts to the show for the first time. 

In Canada, the Space network introduced 

the episode with a warning—something it 

did not deem necessary for any other TNG 

installment. At home, Paramount received 

numerous letters and calls of complaint.

“I was genuinely surprised at the amount 

of mail we received from viewers outraged 

by what they considered graphic violence,” 

Curry has revealed. Tracy Tormé has echoed 

this, saying: “I was shocked later by how 

much controversy there was.” 

Robert Schenkkan, who subsequently 

moved away from screen acting to focus on 

playwriting (winning the Pulitzer Prize for 

Drama in 1992), was similarly astonished  

to hear about the negative feedback. “I was 

aware it was pushing the envelope,” he 

said, “but I didn’t realize it had generated 

such an enormous amount of trouble. It 

was quite different for those times.”

Despite the outcry, many fans, critics, 

and members of the production team now 

cite ‘Conspiracy’ as a highlight of TNG’s first 

season. Curry has declared, “To this day, it 

remains one of my favorite episodes,” with 

Sims affirming, “‘Conspiracy’ is my all-time 

favorite because I was so involved in it.” 

In August 1988, the episode won the 

Emmy Award for outstanding achievement  

in makeup for a series—recognizing the 

contributions of Mike Westmore, Werner 

A poseable latex parasite with 
a flexible wire skeleton, as 
employed by stop-motion  
animator David Stipes.

        We mean  
      you no harm. 
          We seek  
  peaceful co-  
      existence!  

Dexter Remmick

Keppler, and Gerald Quist. The ceremony 

marked the first time that live-action STAR 

TREK had ever received any Emmy Awards, 

with the episodes ‘11001001’ and ‘The Big 

Goodbye’ also being honored (for sound 

editing and costume design respectively)  

on the same gala night.
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THROUGHOUT ITS DEBUT YEAR, 

TNG was blighted by back-and-forth 

script rewrites that delayed and sometimes 

almost derailed production. But when it 

came to the season finale, something very 

close to a first draft script had to be rushed 

into production before the 1988 Writers 

Guild of America strike could shut down  

the show altogether. Showrunner Maurice 

Hurley took just a day and a half in early 

March to pen the teleplay for ‘The Neutral 

Zone,’ after which no Guild-affiliated  

writer could revise or augment it.

Given more time, Hurley had intended 

the episode to form part of a trilogy that 

1.26

May 16, 1988

Deborah McIntyre & Mona Clee

Maurice Hurley

James L. Conway

Marc Alaimo (Tebok), Anthony 

James (Thei), Leon Rippy (L.Q. 

Clemonds), Gracie Harrison 

(Clare Raymond), Peter Mark 

Richman (Ralph)

When a mystery foe destroys 

Federation and Romulan outposts 

alike, the two power blocs are 

forced to interact for the first time 

in more than 50 years.
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T H E  N E U T R A L  Z O N E

Year one of TNG did not end exactly as planned, yet its season  
finalé sets the scene for many future classic encounters.

A study model for TNG’s new-look Romulans 
by makeup supervisor Michael Westmore.
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would bridge the first and second seasons. 

After setting up a mystery aggressor and 

reintroducing the Romulans in ‘The Neutral 

Zone,’ Hurley planned to reveal the Borg  

at the start of season two, bringing about 

an unprecedented alliance between the 

Romulans and the Federation.

Instead, as TNG’s second year panned 

out, the Romulans would not return again 

until mid-season (in ‘Contagion’), with the 

Borg held back until even later (‘Q Who’).  

In hindsight, therefore, ‘The Neutral Zone’ 

should feel out of place—even unfinished 

—and yet it proves satisfying as a season 

finale on its own compromised terms.

Partly, this is down to the focus on the 

displaced Human characters, who provide 

comedy and pathos in what could be a very 

plot-driven episode, but also it is because 

the return of the Romulans is a showstopper 

in itself, regardless of any hinted-at threat 

from the Borg. Despite featuring in only  

two episodes of THE ORIGINAL SERIES, the 

Vulcans’ sinister siblings had long since 

secured their place in pop-culture memory, 

and featured high on fan wish-lists for the 

new show. Gene Roddenberry may have 

been reluctant to revisit old foes at the start 

of the season, but after 26 episodes, TNG 

had earned its own rank pips and could 

draw on the privileges pertaining thereto…

REDESIGNING ROMULANS

Realizing the Romulans for the 24th century 

was a task taken on by the show’s designers. 

Hurley’s script gave no notes on the look of 

the species or their ship, which was referred 

to simply as a “Romulan cruiser.” For the 

new uniforms, outgoing costume designer 

William Ware Theiss updated the look he 

had created for THE ORIGINAL SERIES—

checkered tunics with a vertical shoulder 

sash—adding oversized shoulder pads to 

the mix in a nod to 1980s ‘power dressing’. 

Meanwhile, makeup supervisor Michael 

Westmore set the species apart from the 

otherwise identical Vulcans by introducing 

prosthetic forehead ridges. Though far less 

elaborate than the cranial add-ons that had 

come to set the Klingons apart from their 

ORIGINAL SERIES counterparts, the design 

proved effective and remained in use for 

STAR TREK: PICARD, long after the Klingons 

had been reimagined for new movies and 

for STAR TREK: DISCOVERY.

The Romulan ship (later officially classed 

as a D’deridex-class warbird), was designed 

by concept artist Andy Probert. Like Theiss, 

Probert departed TNG at the end of season 

one, making the vessel his last contribution 

to the series. Its sweeping curves and vast 

scale echoed his design for the Enterprise-D, 

but in all other respects he set out to make 

it as different as possible.

“I didn’t have any information except 

that the Romulans were coming back and 

that we had never seen their ship before,” 

Probert explained. “Since the Enterprise is 

so horizontal, I wanted to contrast it with  

a vertical ship.” Beside his early sketches, 

Probert drew an ORIGINAL SERIES Romulan 

bird-of-prey, a Klingon bird-of-prey, and his 

own Ferengi Marauder design as reminders 

of configurations not to be repeated. He 

then explored ring-shaped designs linking 

one warp nacelle on top to one beneath, 

before reintroducing some bird-like forms 

such as wings and a ‘beak.’
This page: two  
of Andy Probert’s  
concepts for the  
Romulan Warbird.

      I think our lives just became 
             a lot more complicated.  

Jean-Luc Picard
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Gene Roddenberry drew on his 

own 14-year-old self for Beverly 

Crusher’s brilliant son, using his 

own middle name, Wesley, for the 

character. For a time in late 1986, 

the young man was a young girl— 

Leslie—but the March 1987 writer’s 

guide turned him back into “Wes.” 

That document noted the character’s 

“genius” while emphasizing that, 

“He most definitely is not a nerd.”

The two frontrunners for the role 

were J.D. Roth, who would later 

find fame as a game show host, 

and Wil Wheaton, whose breakout 

performance in Rob Reiner’s 1986 

movie Stand By Me had recently 

garnered great acclaim. Wheaton 

secured the part, appearing as a 

series regular during the first four 

seasons of TNG, and returning for 

a handful of guest spots in seasons 

five and seven, as well as in the  

film STAR TREK: NEMESIS (2002).

CASTING TNG:
WESLEY 
CRUSHER

The result was unlike anything seen in 

STAR TREK before, but ultimately just too 

different to be approved. With the vessel 

needing to be seen in the same shot as the 

Enterprise on relatively compact TV screens, 

Probert was instructed to rework his design 

with a horizontal bias. When he did so, he 

made sure to include a proposed filming 

angle, with the Romulan vessel behind the 

Enterprise, yet still clearly the larger of the 

two craft. He was disappointed when only 

the reverse view was used in the episode, 

“and you really had no idea how much 

larger the Romulan ship was.”

BUILDING THE BIRD

In reality, the dimensions of the Romulan 

Warbird were never in doubt. The filming 

model measured 36 inches long and 25 

inches wide (90cm x 63cm) and, like all 

other significant vessels in season one, it 

was built by Gregory Jein, Inc. to a schedule 

with no room for maneuver. “We had only 

three weeks to do it,” Jein recalled, “[in 

which time] we had to carve the shape out 

of foam; vacu-form a template to give us  

a hard skin that we could detail; throw that 

into a mold; pull the pieces out; and then 

drill thousands of little fiber optic holes for 

the lighting to be self-contained.” 

Jein’s company was also responsible for 

the episode’s other new vessel, the 20th- 

century cryonics satellite that is inexplicably 

lost in deep space. This model drew on real- 

          Do you 
     understand  
      my meaning,  
  Captain? We  
      are back.  

Commander Tebok
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in a STAR TREK production, and this single 

line of dialogue formed the basis on which 

subsequent timelines were established.

Conversely, as the final episode in season 

one, ‘The Neutral Zone’ also marks several 

notable ‘lasts’ for TNG. It is the final time in 

the series that Worf and La Forge regularly 

wear red command-division uniforms, and 

that the latter acts as a bridge officer rather 

than chief engineer. It is also the last glimpse 

of Riker without a beard (barring re-used 

footage), and the final appearance of Dr. 

Crusher in any capacity until season three. 

In terms of sets, the episode sees sickbay 

double as the conference room for the final 

time (prior to construction of a dedicated 

observation lounge set), and the last use of 

the multipurpose lounge/dining room also 

seen in ‘Where No One Has Gone Before’ 

and ‘Haven’ (its function supplanted in later 

seasons by the new Ten Forward set). 

Finally, in the costume department, ‘The 

Neutral Zone’ marks the last appearance of 

the Starfleet mini-dress uniform (a.k.a. the 

‘skant’) worn without accompanying pants. 

Notably, the sole skant-wearer seen in the 

episode is played by Gene Roddenberry’s 

long-time assistant, Susan Sackett, making 

a cameo appearance.

ON-SCREEN ANCESTORS

As well as Sackett, one other TNG staffer can 

also be seen in ‘The Neutral Zone.’ When Troi 

helps Clare Raymond explore her family tree, 

the face of her descendent Thomas is in fact 

that of associate producer Peter Lauritson. In 

the original version of the episode, this family 

tree also included references to Doctor Who, 

Gilligan’s Island, The Mary Tyler-Moore Show, 

The Muppet Show, and (again) M*A*S*H, as 

well as names based on TNG’s own cast and 

crew. However, for 2012’s HD remaster, some 

of the most unlikely names (including Kermit 

T. Frog and Miss Piggy) were subtly excised.

In this Andy Probert size comparison,  
the Romulan symbol of a bird clutching  

twin planets is visible on the front of the 
Warbird. Designed by Monte Thrasher,  

the full version of this insignia made  
its debut in ‘The Neutral Zone,’  

on the new ship’s bridge.

Marc Alaimo as Tebok. ‘The Neutral Zone’ is 
the only TNG episode in which the Romulans 
wear these ORIGINAL SERIES-style sashes.

A detailed foam sculpt of the Romulan vessel begins to take shape in modelmaker Greg Jein’s workshop.

life satellites for inspiration and, owing to  

its story function, was affectionately known 

as the S.S. Birdseye, after the frozen food 

manufacturer. As another in-joke, the model 

bore the number ‘4077’ in reference to the 

4,077th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital from 

the comedy-drama series M*A*S*H.

Starting with ‘The Defector’ in season 

three, the original Romulan Warbird model 

was replaced with a slightly more detailed 

equivalent, though stock footage of the 

1988 version continued to be used for the 

rest of the series. The redressed cryonics 

satellite, meanwhile, would reappear as 

Federation Relay Station 47 in the season  

six epsiode ‘Aquiel.’

FIRSTS AND LASTS

Alongside the Romulans’ TNG debut and 

the earliest hints of the Borg, ‘The Neutral 

Zone’ also includes another first when Data 

names the year as 2364. Prior to this, no 

contemporary Earth date had been given  
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AT THE END OF ITS FIRST YEAR,   

TNG took a darker turn with episodes 

such as ‘Skin of Evil,’ ‘The Neutral Zone,’ 

and ‘Conspiracy.’ This was an intentional 

shift by showrunner Maurice Hurley, and  

he set out to maintain the ominous tone  

in season two. Deaths just as arbitrary and 

meaningless as Tasha Yar’s occur in ‘Where 

Silence Has Lease’ and ‘Loud as a Whisper,’ 

while in ‘Time Squared,’ Picard is forced to 

murder a version of himself. Neither ‘The 

Icarus Factor’ nor ‘A Matter of Honor’ shies 

away from the brutality of Klingon culture, 

while ‘The Measure of a Man’ wrestles  

with Data’s fundamental right to exist in 

Federation society. Most famously, the 

season introduces the relentless Borg,  

who are responsible for the largest loss  

of Enterprise personnel (18 individuals)  

in a single episode in ‘Q Who.’

With deep space now more dangerous 

than ever, it is perhaps unsurprising that 

season two also introduces some creature 

comforts for the Enterprise crew. The new 

Ten Forward bar set provides a place to relax 

and mingle, and to seek advice from new 

character Guinan (Whoopi Goldberg). ‘The 

Measure of a Man’ introduces the senior 

officers’ weekly poker get-together, while 

‘Contagion’ sees Captain Picard order his 

first “Tea, Earl Grey, hot.” Though intended 

to add some conflict to the crew, new chief 

medical officer, Dr. Katherine Pulaski (Diana 

Muldaur), is just as likely to prescribe some 

comforting ‘PCS’ (Pulaski’s chicken soup) as 

she is to administer a hypospray.

D A R K  T I M E S
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION SEASON 2 

(1988–1989)
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Other changes, though superficial, serve 

to set the show apart from its first season. 

The pre-credits teaser of season opener ‘The 

Child’ wastes no time in showing (in order): 

Worf’s fresh look; Riker’s beard; Wesley’s new 

gray outfit; and La Forge’s new Operations 

uniform, most of which endure for the rest 

of the show’s run. Today, these visual cues 

are a shorthand for the series having moved 

beyond its infancy, and the phrase “growing 

the beard” is used to describe a TV show 

that has hit its stride.

TOO SHORT A SEASON?

However, the outward confidence of ‘The 

Child’ belied the tensions and strife playing 

out behind the scenes. Owing to the 1988 

Writers Guild of America strike, season two 

was slow to get underway and, when it did, 

its run was truncated from the intended 26 

episodes to just 22. A plan to launch the 

season with a special guest appearance by 

Leonard Nimoy as Spock was abandoned 

(for various reasons), and the episode put 

into production in its place was a leftover 

concept from the unproduced STAR TREK:  

Phase II series of the mid 1970s. 

New talents joined behind the scenes— 

including producer Burton Armus—but 

many more had now departed. With the 

exception of Gene Roddenberry himself, 

none of the ORIGINAL SERIES staffers that 

helped launch TNG were still working on 

the show in season two. Several had left 

owing to personality clashes with Hurley 

and/or Roddenberry, and during season  

two itself, creative consultant Tracy Tormé 

would exit for the same reason. Meanwhile, 

story editors Leonard Mlodinow and Scott 

Rubenstein and co-producers John Mason 

and Mike Gray were among those who 

joined the show and then left it during  

the course of the season.

NEW FRONTIERS

Another name from the first season that  

did not appear in the season two credits  

was that of production designer Herman 

Zimmerman. In this case, however, the 

change was a happy one, as Zimmerman 

was not leaving the fold, but transferring  

his skills to the big screen for STAR TREK  

V: THE FINAL FRONTIER. The movie was  

shot at the same time as season two of 

TNG, with Picard’s Enterprise-D and Kirk’s 

Enterprise-A sharing sound stages and, in 

some cases, even specific sets. Zimmerman 

recommended Richard James to replace  

him on TNG for the duration of the film 

shoot, only for James to remain in the role 

for the next six years, as his predecessor 

focused on other features (including STAR 

TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY), 

and then on STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

FADE TO GRAY

Notoriously, the season finalé is a clip show, 

featuring Riker’s toughest memories from 

the previous two years as he fights off an 

alien parasite. The result of an exhausted 

budget, ‘Shades of Gray’ was shot in three 

days and is widely considered one of STAR 

TREK’s weakest episodes. Yet, while it denies 

the season (and Dr. Pulaski) the send-off it 

deserves, its tale of a struggle for survival 

against the odds might just be appropriate 

after all. For, having made it to the end of 

its difficult second year, TNG would only 

emerge stronger, and more at ease with its 

past, in the triumphant seasons to come.
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        This is as real as your 
                     so-called life gets.  

Q to Jean-Luc Picard

                                

Maurice Hurley’s decision to drop 

Beverly Crusher from season two of 

TNG presented the show’s writers 

with an opportunity. Tracy Tormé 

conceived “an alien doctor from a 

planet where the ultimate devotion  

is to 100% truth,” but the direction 

chosen by Gene Roddenberry was 

far more down to Earth: a female 

take on the irascible Dr. McCoy, 

who had proved so popular in THE 

ORIGINAL SERIES. Like McCoy, Dr. 

Pulaski was distrustful of the ship’s 

transporters, favored old-fashioned 

remedies, and enjoyed sparring with 

her captain and her most logically 

minded colleague—in this case the 

android Data.

The role was tailored to Diana 

Muldaur, a friend of Roddenberry’s 

since the ’60s, when she appeared 

in the ORIGINAL SERIES episodes 

‘Return to Tomorrow’ and ‘Is There 

in Truth No Beauty?’

CASTING TNG:
KATHERINE  
PULASKI

SEASON 2
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ON JANUARY 9, 1978, WRITING  

team Jaron Summers and Jon Povill 

submitted their final draft script for ‘The 

Child,’ an episode for the ORIGINAL SERIES 

sequel STAR TREK II, then in development  

at Paramount. However, by the end of that 

year, plans for the TV show had evolved  

into what would become STAR TREK: THE 

MOTION PICTURE, and ‘The Child’ was  

filed away and forgotten. Ten years passed  

before it was dusted off again, when the 

1988 Writers Guild strike hampered story 

commissioning for TNG’s second season.

In Summers and Povill’s original script 

(featuring the MOTION PICTURE crew), an 

energy being boards the U.S.S. Enterprise 

NCC-1701, rejecting Uhura and Chekov as 

hosts before impregnating navigator Ilia and 

then leaving the ship. The Deltan Ilia then 

gives birth to a seemingly Human daughter, 

Irska, as an unidentified vessel starts to tail 

the Enterprise. When the rapidly maturing 

child becomes a 10-year-old, the mystery 

vessel launches a series of attacks on the 

Enterprise that only Irska can resolve. These 

challenges enable Irska to learn and grow  

to a stage where she can be fully “born”  

as a member of her true species, at which 

point she beams over to the other vessel, 

which immediately departs in peace.

2.1

November 21, 1988

Jaron Summers & Jon Povill 

and Maurice Hurley

Rob Bowman

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan), 

Seymour Cassel (Hester Dealt)

An alien entity impregnates 

Deanna Troi, resulting in a 

seemingly Human but rapidly 

maturing child. When the boy 

proves to be a danger to the 

Enterprise, he returns to his 

natural energy form, leaving  

his tearful mother behind.

Episode

Premiere

Written by 

Directed by 

Guest stars 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T H E  C H I L D

The second season opener combined an old concept with new 
characters, new effects, new sets, and a new beard!

EPISODE GUIDE
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Maurice Hurley did not read this script 

before writing his version of ‘The Child,’ 

relying only on Summers and Povill’s basic 

premise. An August 1988 memo by new 

producer Burton Armus summarizes this  

as: “Troi is impregnated by an ‘entity’ and  

gives birth to a unique child who has a 

great effect over the crew,” and the two 

storylines have little in common beyond  

this logline. The child’s rapid development  

is retained, as is the focus on the ship’s 

resident empath—but one is dictated by  

the premise, while the other had less to do 

with Troi and Ilia’s shared conceptual origins 

than the fact that Marina Sirtis was the only 

regular female cast member at the time.

SEASON’S GREETINGS

As the opening episode of season two, ‘The 

Child’ serves numerous story functions. Brief 

references in dialogue establish that Worf 

and Geordi are now security chief and chief 

engineer respectively (backed up by uniform 

changes), and that Beverly Crusher has left 

the ship to head up Starfleet Medical. More 

time is given to new recurring characters Dr. 

Katherine Pulaski (Diana Muldaur, credited 

throughout the season as making a “special 

appearance” rather than being a regular 

cast member) and wise bartender Guinan 

(Whoopi Goldberg (an occasional “special 

guest star”), as well as to the newly built  

Ten Forward bar set.

‘The Child’ also gives viewers their first 

proper look at a shuttlecraft leaving one of 

the Enterprise’s three shuttlebays, as part of  

a deliberately cinematic opening by director 

Rob Bowman. The effect was achieved by 

combining new footage of the shuttlecraft 

miniature glimpsed in season one’s ‘Coming 

of Age’ with live-action studio filming. To 

create this shot, and the following camera-

crane tracking shot of the bridge crew at 

work, co-executive producer Rick Berman 

granted permission for Bowman to exceed 

the usual per-episode equipment budget.

That single crane shot quickly establishes 

several of the season’s cosmetic changes—

including Worf’s new uniform, baldric, and 

makeup, and Wesley’s unique uniform and 

silver combadge—but is most notable for 

introducing Riker’s beard. Jonathan Frakes 

let his facial hair grow in the break between 

seasons one and two, expecting to shave it 

off again when filming resumed. However, 

when Gene Roddenberry saw the beard, he 

approved of its “nautical” look. When the 

pair appeared at a convention, Roddenberry 

canvassed opinion from the stage and was 

met by cheers in favor of the beard, and so 

he gave Frakes permission to keep it.

VARIATION ON A THEME

Alongside its visual impact, the opening of 

‘The Child’ is also memorable for its music, 

composed by Dennis McCarthy. The series’ 

return is heralded by a rousing version of 

‘Picard’s Theme’ (written by McCarthy for 

‘Encounter at Farpoint’), which plays for the 

better part of a minute without dialogue. 

McCarthy has since cited this sequence as  

a personal favorite, and it was nominated 

for an Emmy in the category “outstanding 

achievement in music composition for  

a series (dramatic underscore).”

Commander Riker

         I don’t  
      mean to be  
   indelicate,  
        but who’s  
   the father?  

Rick Sternbach’s concept art for the episode’s MacGuffins: hand-held plasma plague 
containment modules (above) and their larger storage unit (right). The latter design 
would later be reused, with modifications, as a probe in season three’s ‘Evolution.’

THE CHILD
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